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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .We denote by h A, G the number of homomorphisms from a finitely
generated group A to a finite group G. Let  denote the identity of a
Ž .group. For a cyclic group C of order d, h C , G coincides with thed d
number of solutions of x d   in G. Let S be the symmetric group on nn
letters, and let A be the alternating group on n letters. For each finiten
 group G, G  S and G  A denote the wreath products. In 1 , Chigiran n
Ž . Žfound the exponential generating functions of h C , G  S , h C , G d n d
. Ž Ž .. Ž .A , and h C , W D , where W D is the Weyl group. The purpose ofn d n n
 this paper is to generalize the results in 1 .
Let A be a finitely generated group. Then A contains only a finite
 number of subgroups of index d for each natural number d 2, p. 66 . For
each finite group G, put
h A , G  S if n 1,Ž .nh A; G Ž .n ½ 1 if n 0.
Ž . Ž  4.  We write h A  h A;  . Then it follows from 3 thatn n
h A h AŽ . Ž .n n  A : B  ,Ý  n 1 ! n A : B !Ž . Ž . A : B n
 where the summation runs over all subgroups B of A the indices A : B of
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which are less than or equal to n. We denote by F the set of allA
 subgroups B of A the indices A : B of which are finite. The formula
above yields
 h A 1Ž .n n  A : B x  exp xÝ Ý  ž /n! A : Bn0 B	FA
   as an equality of formal power series in  x 3 , which is the exponential
Ž .generating function of h A . We shall find a generating function forn
Ž . Ž .h A; G Corollary 3.1 .n
Ž .Let  A denote the intersection of all maximal subgroups of index 22
Ž .in A, and let K denote the set of subgroups D of A containing  A asA 2
a subgroup of index 2, i.e.,
 K  D A 
D A , D :  A  2 . 4Ž . Ž .A 2 2
Ž .We shall give a generating function for h A, G  A in the case where An
Ž .is a finitely generated abelian group Theorem 4.1 . In particular, we shall
 4 Ž .prove the following result when G  Section 6 .
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group. For each
subgroup D of A with D	 K and for each subgroup B of A with B	 F , letA A
1 if a Sylow 2-subgroup of AB is a cyclic group
D f B Ž .  4that is not  and if ADB ,A 
1 otherwise.
Then
 h A , AŽ .n n A :  A 1 xŽ . Ý2 ½ 5n!n1
1 f D BŽ .A A : B   A : B  exp x  exp x .Ý Ý Ý   ž / ž /A : B A : BB	F D	K B	FA A A
Let G be a finite abelian group such that a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is a
 4cyclic group that is not  . In Section 2, we shall give a monomorphism
  from the wreath product G  S to the symmetric group S on G nG , n n G n
Ž .letters and define a subgroup Al G of the alternating group A onn G n
 G n letters by
Al G    
 	G  S  A . 4Ž . Ž .n G , n n G n
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Ž .In particular, Al G is isomorphic to a subgroup of index 2 in G  S , andn n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Al C is isomorphic to the Weyl group W D Theorem 2.1 . We shalln 2 n
Ž Ž ..give a generating function for h A, Al G in the case where A is an
Ž .finitely generated abelian group Theorem 5.1 . In particular, we shall
Ž .prove the following Section 6 .
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group. For each
subgroup D of A with D	 K and for each subgroup B of A with B	 F , letA A
DŽ .h B denote the number of all maximal subgroups of index 2 in B notA
  A: B   4containing the group a a	D . Then
 h A , W DŽ .Ž .n n A :  A 1 xŽ . Ý2 n½ 52 n!n1
 B :  BŽ .2  A : B  exp xÝ  ž /2 A : BB	FA
hD BŽ .A  A : B  1 exp  x .Ý Ý½ 5 ž /A : BD	K B	FA A
2. SUBGROUPS OF G  Sn
Ž .For each finite set , the symmetric group   on  is the set of all
   permutations on  2, p. 56 . For any positive integer n, we denote by n
 4the set 1, 2, . . . , n . Let G be a finite group, and let 	 be the monomor-n
  Ž Žn.. Žn.phism from the symmetric group S on n to  G , where G is then
direct product of n copies of G, defined by
	 




Ž . Žn.for all 
	 S and g , g , . . . , g 	G . The wreath product G  S isn 1 2 n n
Žn. the semidirect product of G and S with respect to the action 	 2,n n
Chapt. 1, Sect. 8 , i.e.,
G  S  g , g , . . . , g 
 
 g , g , . . . , g 	GŽn. , 
	 S ,Ž . Ž . 4n 1 2 n 1 2 n n
and
g , g , . . . , g 
 g , g , . . . , g  g g 1 , g g 1 , . . . , g g 1 
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 n 1 2 n 1 
 Ž1. 2 
 Ž2. n 
 Žn.
Ž . Ž    .for all g , g , . . . , g 
 and g , g , . . . , g 	G  S . The wreath prod-1 2 n 1 2 n n
uct G  A is the subgroup of G  S defined byn n
G  A  g , g , . . . , g 
	G  S 
 
	 A . 4Ž .n 1 2 n n n
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      Ž .Let G n be the Cartesian product of G and n , i.e., G n  g, i
 4
 g	G, i	 n .
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G be a finite group. Define the monomorphism
Ž  .   from G  S to the symmetric group  G n on G n byG , n n
 g , g , . . . , g 
 g , i  g g , 
 iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .G , n 1 2 n 
 Ž i.
Ž . Ž .  for all g , g , . . . , g 
	G  S and g, i 	G n .1 2 n n
 The wreath product G  S acts on the set G n via the action  ,n G , n
   and so G n is G  S -set 2, pp. 5960 . We writen
g , g , . . . , g 
 . g , i  g g , 
 iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 n 
 Ž i.
Ž . Ž .  for all g , g , . . . , g 
	G  S and g, i 	G n . The identity of1 2 n n
Ž .G  S is the only element that fixes all elements of the form  , i withn
 i	 n . Let us write    .G G , 1
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite group, and let g be an element of G. If 2
  Ž .  does not diide g , then  g is an een permutation on G. If 2 diides g ,G
Ž .then the necessary and sufficient condition for  g to be an odd permuta-G
² :tion on G is that the cyclic group g generated by g includes a Sylow
2-subgroup of G.
² Ž .:  Proof. The set G is a  g -set, and each orbit consists of gG
  Ž .elements of G. Hence, if 2 does not divide g , then  g is an evenG
  Ž .permutation on G. Assume that 2 divides g . Then  g is an oddG
Ž .permutation on each orbit. Therefore  g is an odd permutation on G ifG
² :and only if g includes a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. For a finite group G, let Al G denote the group ofn
Ž .images   of elements 	G  S by  that are even permuta-G , n n G , n
 tions on G n .
Ž .  Ž . 4Set  X    
 	 X for each subset X of G  S . If weG , n G , n n
Ž  .  identify  G n with the symmetric group S on G n letters, thenG n
Al G   G  S  A ,Ž . Ž .n G , n n G n
 where A is the alternating group on G n letters. As mentioned earlier,G n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Al C W D see also Theorem 2.1 . For a positive integer k, letn 2 n
Ž .ord k denote the exponent of 2 in the decomposition of k into prime2
Ž . Ž .factors. The subgroup X of G  S such that  X  Al G is givenn G , n n
by the following theorem.
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 THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a finite abelian group. If 2 diides G , then
Al G   XŽ . Ž .n G , n
where
   X g , g , . . . , g 
	G  S 
 ord g g  g  ord G . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 n n 2 1 2 n 2
 In particular, if 2 diides G and if a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is not cyclic,
Ž . Ž .   Ž .then Al G   G  S . If 2 does not diide G , then Al G n G , n n n
Ž . G  A .G , n n
Proof. We use induction on n. When n 1, the theorem follows from
Ž .Lemma 2.1. Suppose that n 1. Let g , g , . . . , g 
 be any element of1 2 n
 G  S . Put G n . It suffices to prove the following two assertions.n
Ž .   ŽŽ . .1 Assume that 2 divides G . Then  g , g , . . . , g 
 is anG , n 1 2 n
Ž  . Ž  .even permutation on  if and only if ord g g  g  ord G .2 1 2 n 2
Ž .   ŽŽ . .2 Assume that 2 does not divide G . Then  g , g , . . . , g 
G , n 1 2 n
is an even permutation on  if and only if 
 is an even permutation on
 n .
  ² :If n is not transitive 
 -set, then  is a disjoint union of
² ŽŽ . .: Ž jŽ .. g , g , . . . , g 
 -sets   g, 
 1 	  
 g 	 G, j G , n 1 2 n 1
  4 Ž . Ž .0, 1, . . . , 
  1 and  , and hence, the assertions 1 and 2 follow1
from the inductive assumptions.
  ² :Assume that n is a transitive 
 -set. The set  is a
² ŽŽ . .: g , g , . . . , g 
 -set, and then  is a finite disjoint union of sG , n 1 2 n
orbits O , O , . . . , O . Let O denote such an orbit. Then O consists of1 2 s
 g g  g n elements of G  S , and therefore the number s of orbits is1 2 n n
    ŽŽ . .G g g  g . Moreover,  g , g , . . . , g 
 is an even permutation1 2 n G , n 1 2 n
   on O if and only if g g  g n is odd. Hence, if 2 does not divide G ,1 2 n
the following three conditions are equivalent:
Ž . ŽŽ . .a  g , g , . . . , g 
 is an even permutation on .G , n 1 2 n
Ž . ŽŽ . .b  g , g , . . . , g 
 is an even permutation on O.G , n 1 2 n
Ž .  c 
 is an even permutation on n .
Ž . Ž .  Thus we get 2 . Let us prove 1 . Assume that 2 divides G . Clearly, if
   ord g g  g  ord G ,Ž .Ž .2 1 2 n 2
ŽŽ . .then  g , g , . . . , g 
 is an even permutation on  because s isG , n 1 2 n
 even. By the preceding argument, if 2 divides g g  g , then1 2 n
ŽŽ . . g , g , . . . , g 
 is an odd permutation on O. Hence, ifG , n 1 2 n
   ord g g  g  ord G ,Ž .Ž .2 1 2 n 2
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ŽŽ . .then  g , g , . . . , g 
 is an odd permutation on  because s is odd.G , n 1 2 n
Ž .Thus 1 follows. This completes the proof.
3. THE WREATH PRODUCT G  Sn
For any finite group G, let  be the homomorphism from the wreathn
 product G  S to the symmetric group S on n defined byn n
 : G  S  g , g , . . . , g 
 
	 S .Ž .n n 1 2 n n
 First, we have the following generalization of the result in 3 .
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a finitely generated group, and let G be a finite
group. For any positie integer n,
h A; G h B , G h A; GŽ . Ž . Ž .n n  A : B  .Ýn n  A : B    G n 1 ! G    Ž . G n A : B !Ž . A : B n
 4Proof. We regard G  S as the group  consisting of only the0
identity  . For each subgroup B of index r in A, fix a left transversal
 4a   , a , . . . , a of B, which is a subset of A that contains exactly one1 2 r
 element of each left coset of B in A 2, p. 21 .
Let n be a positive integer. For a homomorphism  from A to G  S ,n
let us define B,  ,  , y, and  that satisfy the following conditions:
 B is a subgroup of A such that A : B  r n;
 is a homomorphism from B to G ;
 is an injection from the fixed left transversal of B Ž . to n with    1;Ž .
Ž r .y is an element y , y , . . . , y of G with y   ;Ž .1 2 r 1
 is a homomorphism from A to G  S .n r
 The group A acts on n via the action  . Let B be the set ofn
Ž .Ž .  elements a of A with   a 1  1. Then A : B is finite. Recall thatn
 the set G n is a G  S -set. Let  be the homomorphism from B to Gn
such that, for each b	 B,
 b .  , 1   b , 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 Put r A : B . We define the injection  from the fixed left transversal
 4  a   , a , . . . , a of B to n by1 2 r
 a    a 1 , j 1, 2, . . . , r .Ž . Ž . Ž .j n j
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Ž .  4Put i   a for each j, and set  i  1, i , . . . , i . Let yj j 1 2 r
Ž . Ž r .y , y , . . . , y be the element of G such that1 2 r
 a .  , 1  y , i , j 1, 2, . . . , r .Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j
Clearly y   . For each a	 A and for each integer j with 1 j r, if1
aa 	 a B, thenj j
 a .  , i   aa . y1 , 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j j j
  a .  a1aa y1 , 1Ž . Ž .ž /j j j j
 y  a1aa y1 , i .Ž .ž /j j j j j
It remains to define  . If r n, let  be the unique homomorphism
 4 Ž .from A to  such that  a   for all a	 A. Assume that r n.
 4  Define k , k , . . . , k to be the subset of n with k  k    k1 2 nr 1 2 nr
and
   4n  k , k , . . . , k .1 2 nr
Ž .For each 
	 Im  , let  be the element of S with 
 k  kn 
 nr l  Ž l .
 for all l	 n r . Then there exists the homomorphism  from Im  to
G  S such thatn r
 g , g , . . . , g 
  g , g , . . . , g  	G  SŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2 n k k k 
 nr1 2 n r
Ž .for all g , g , . . . , g 
	 Im . Now we define the homomorphism 1 2 n
 from A to G  S by   . Let  be the mapping from G n rn r
 4 ŽŽ .. Ž . Ž .to G k , k , . . . , k such that  g, l  g, k for all g, l 	G1 2 nr l
 n r . Then we have
 a .  , k    a .  , lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l
 for all a	 A and l	 n r .
Thus, for a homomorphism  from A to G  S , we get B,  ,  , y, andn
Ž . that satisfy the conditions  .
Ž .Conversely, suppose that B,  ,  , y, and  satisfy the conditions  .
 4  4Furthermore, take i , i , . . . , i , k , k , . . . , k , and  as above. Let 1 2 r 1 2 nr
Ž .be the mapping from A to G  S such that the image  a of each a	 An
satisfies
 a .  , i  y  a1aa y1 , i , j 1, 2, . . . , r , with aa 	 a B ;Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /j j j j j j j j
 a .  , k    a .  , l , l 1, 2, . . . , n r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l
Then it is easy to show that  is a homomorphism from A to G  S .n
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Now we conclude that the preceding correspondence,
 4 B ,  , , y ,  ,
is a bijection. Therefore we have
n 1 !Ž .
 A : B 1 h A; G  h B , G G h A; G .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n  A : B  n A : B !Ž . A : B n
This completes the proof.
As a consequence of this theorem, we get the following.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A be a finitely generated group, and let G be a finite
group. Then
 h A; G h B , GŽ . Ž .n n  A : B x  exp x .Ý Ýn     ž /G n! G  A : Bn0 B	FA
 Proof. Let us show the equality of formal power series in  x . It
follows from Theorem 3.1 that
 h A; GŽ .n n1xÝ n G n 1 !Ž .n1
 h B , G h A; GŽ . Ž .n  A : B  n1 xÝ Ý n  A : B  G    G n A : B !Ž .n1  A : B n
h B , G h A; GŽ . Ž .n  A : B  n1 xÝ Ý n  A : B  G    G n A : B !Ž . B	F n A : BA
h B , G h A; GŽ . Ž .n A : B 1 n x x .Ý Ý n½ 5   G G n!n0B	FA
Hence
 h A; G h B , GŽ . Ž .n n  A : B x  exp x ,Ý Ýn     ž /G n! G  A : Bn0 B	FA
as desired.
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4. THE WREATH PRODUCT G  An
Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and let G be a finite group.
Ž .We denote by Hom A, G  S the set of homomorphisms from A ton
Ž .G  S . For each subgroup C of A, let H A : C; G denote the set ofn n
Ž . Ž .elements  of Hom A, G  S that satisfy   c 	 A for all c	 C,n n n
i.e.,
H A : C ; G  	Hom A , G  S 
   C  A , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
Ž .  Ž . 4where   C    c 
 c	 C , and letn n
H A : C ; G if n 1, Ž .nh A : C ; G Ž .n ½ 1 if n 0.
Ž .Let us give a generating function for h A : C; G .n
DEFINITION 4.1. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group. For a
subgroup B of A with B	 F , if a Sylow 2-subgroup of AB is a cyclicA
 4 Ž .group that is not  , let M B denote a unique maximal subgroup ofA
index 2 in A containing B. For each subgroup D of A, I D denotes theA
set of elements B of F such that a Sylow 2-subgroup of AB is a cyclicA
 4 Ž .group that is not  and ADM B . For each subgroup D of A andA
for each subgroup B of A with B	 F , defineA
h B , G if B	 I D ,Ž . ADf B , G Ž .A ½ h B , G otherwise,Ž .
where G is any finite group.
For each subgroup B of A with B	 F , A acts on the set AB ofA
cosets of B in A via the action  defined byA, AB
 a aB aaBŽ .A , AB
for all a, a	 A. We provide the following.
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and let C be a
subgroup of A. Let B be a subgroup of A with B	 F . For each c	 C,A
Ž . ² : c is an een permutation on AB if and only if cB does notA, AB
include a Sylow 2-subgroup of AB. Furthermore, the necessary and sufficient
Ž . Ž .condition for the image  c 	Ý AB of any c	 C by  to beA, AB A, AB
an een permutation is that B I C.A
Proof. Since A is an abelian group, AB is a finite group, and clearly,
Ž . Ž . a   aB for all a	 A. So the lemma is an immediateA, AB AB
consequence of Lemma 2.1.
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Let us show the following.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and let C be
a subgroup of A. Let G be a finite group. Then
h A : C ; G f C B , G h A : C ; GŽ . Ž . Ž .n A n  A : B  Ýn n  A : B    G n 1 ! G    Ž . G n A : B !Ž . A : B n
h B , G h A : CM B ; GŽ . Ž .Ž .n  A : B  A .Ý n  A : B  G    G n A : B !Ž . A : B n ,
CB	IA
Ž .Proof. Let 	H A : C; G . Then we get B,  ,  , y, and  thatn
Ž .correspond to  in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and satisfy the condition  .
Recall that A acts on  Im  via the action  . For each a	 A,n
Ž . Ž . Ž .  a is an even permutation on  if and only if  a   aBn A, AB AB
Ž .is an even permutation on AB. By Lemma 4.1,   c is an evenn
C Ž .permutation on  for any c	 C if and only if B I . Since   C A n
A , it follows from the definition of  that B I C if and only ifn A
Ž . C  C  A . Furthermore, if B	 I , then, by Lemma 4.1,n r nr A
Ž . Ž .  c is an even permutation on  for any c	 CM B , and son A
Ž Ž ..  CM B  A . Thusn r A nr
	H A : CM B ; G H A : C ; G if B	 I C ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n r A nr A Ž .
	H A : C ; G otherwise.Ž .n r
Ž . Ž .Conversely, if B,  ,  , y, and  satisfy  and  , then the
Ž . Ccorresponding  is contained in H A : C; G . In fact, if B	 I , then,n A
Ž . Ž . ² :for any c	 C CM B ,   c  A and cB includes aA nr nr
Ž .Sylow 2-subgroup of AB, and hence, by Lemma 4.1,   C  A .n n
Now the proposition follows.
We need the following easy lemma.
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and let C be a
subgroup of A. For each subgroup D of C and for each subgroup B of A with
B	 F ,A
2h B , G if B	 I C and D CM B ,Ž . Ž .D C A Af B , G  f B , G Ž . Ž .A A ½ 0 otherwise,
where G is a finite group.
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DEFINITION 4.2. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group. For each
Ž . Csubgroup C of A containing  A , let K be the set of subgroups D of2 A
Ž .C containing  A as a subgroup of index 2, i.e.,2
C  K  D C 
D A , D :  A  2 . 4Ž . Ž .A 2 2
In particular, K  2Ž A. is the empty set, and K A  K .A A A
Now we establish the following.
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and let C be a
Ž .subgroup of A containing  A . Let G be a finite group. Then2
 h A : C ; GŽ .n n C :  A xŽ . Ý n2  G n!n0
h B , G f D B , GŽ . Ž .A A : B   A : B  exp x  exp x .Ý Ý Ý       ž / ž /G  A : B G  A : BCB	F B	FD	KA AA
 Ž . Proof. We use induction on C :  A . It follows from the definition2
that
H A :  A ; G Hom A , G  S .Ž . Ž .Ž .n 2 n
Ž .Hence, when C A , the result follows from Corollary 3.1. Put2
l  Ž . 2  C :  A , and assume that l 1. To simplify the notation, put2
h A : D ; GŽ .nh˜ D  ,Ž . nn  G n!
h B , GŽ .
h˜ B  ,Ž .
 G
f D B , GŽ .AD˜f B  ,Ž .A  G
where D A and B	 F . It follows from Proposition 4.1 thatA
 
 n1 C  n1˜ ˜ ˜nh C x  f B h C xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýn A n  A : B 
n1  B	F n A : BA

 n1˜ ˜ h B h CM B x .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý n  A : B  A
C  n A : BB	IA
Let L C denote the set of all subgroups C of index 2 in C containingA
Ž . C C , C  A . For each C	 L , we denote by J the set of all subgroups B2 A A
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C Ž .of A with B	 I and CM B  C. Then the inductive assumptionA A
yields
 
l  n1 l C  A : B 1  n˜ ˜ ˜2 nh C x  2 f B x h C xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýn A n½ 5
n1 n0B	FA
h˜ BŽ .
 A : B   A : B 1˜ 2 exp x h B xŽ .Ý Ý A : Bž / CB	F B	IA A
D˜f BŽ .A  A : B   A : B 1˜ 2 exp x h B x .Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý A : Bž /C C C , C B	FC	L D	K B	JAA A A
Now we have
 C˜f BŽ .Al  n  A : B ˜2 h C x exp  xŽ .Ý Ýn½ 5  A : Bž /n0 B	FA
˜ C˜h B  f BŽ . Ž .A  A : B   A : B 1˜ 2 exp x h B x dxŽ .Ý ÝH  A : Bž / CB	F B	IA A
D˜ C˜f B  f BŽ . Ž .A A  A : B  2 exp xÝ Ý ÝH  A : Bž /C C B	FC	L D	K AA A
˜  A : B 1 h B x dx .Ž .Ý
C , C B	JA
C˜Ž .By the definition of f B ,A
˜ C˜h B  f BŽ . Ž .A  A : B   A : B 1˜2 exp x h B x dxŽ .Ý ÝH  A : Bž / CB	F B	IA A
˜ C˜h B  f BŽ . Ž .A  A : B  exp x .Ý  A : Bž /B	FA
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that
˜ C2h B if B	 I and D CM B ,Ž . Ž .D C A A˜ ˜f B  f B Ž . Ž .A A ½ 0 otherwise,
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where D	 K C and B	 F . Hence we obtainA A
D˜ C˜f B  f BŽ . Ž .A A  A : B 2 exp xÝ Ý ÝH  A : Bž /C C B	FC	L D	K AA A
˜  A : B 1 h B x dxŽ .Ý
C , C B	JA
D˜ C˜f B  f BŽ . Ž .A A  A : B  exp xÝ ÝH  A : Bž /C B	FD	K AA
D˜ C˜  A : B 1 f B  f B x dxŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý A A
CB	IA
D˜ C˜f B  f BŽ . Ž .A A  A : B  exp x .Ý Ý  A : Bž /C B	FD	K AA
Since K C  2 l  1, it follows thatA
 C˜f BŽ .Al  n  A : B ˜2 h C x exp  xŽ .Ý Ýn½ 5  A : Bž /n1 B	FA
˜ C˜h B  f BŽ . Ž .A  A : B  exp xÝ  A : Bž /B	FA
D˜ C˜f B  f BŽ . Ž .A A  A : B  exp x ,Ý Ý  A : Bž /C B	FD	K AA
which yields the required result.
Ž .5. THE GROUP Al Gn
Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and let G be a finite
abelian group such that a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is a cyclic group that is
 4 Ž .not  . For each subgroup C of A, let H A : C; G denote the set ofn
Ž . Ž . Ž .elements  of Hom A, G  S that satisfy   c 	 Al G for alln G , n n
c	 C, i.e.,
H A : C ; G  	Hom A , G  S 
   C  Al G , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n G , n n
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and let
H A : C ; G if n 1, Ž .nh A : C ; G Ž .n ½ 1 if n 0.
DEFINITION 5.1. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and let C
be a subgroup of A. Let G be a finite abelian group such that a Sylow
 42-subgroup of G is a cyclic group that is not  . For each subgroup B of
CŽ .A with B	 F , let H B, G denote the set of homomorphisms  from BA A
to G such that
  A : B    ord  c  ord GŽ . Ž .Ž .2 2
for some c	 C. Define
hC B , G  H C B , G ,Ž . Ž .A A
g C B , G  h B , G  2hC B , G ,Ž . Ž . Ž .A A
CŽ .where B is a subgroup of A with B	 F . For each 	H B, G , let CA A 
denote a unique subgroup of index 2 in C such that
  A : B    ord  c  ord G .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2
for all c	 C .
odd Ž  .Let F denote the set of elements B	 F with ord A : B  0. WeA A 2
have the following.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and let C be
a subgroup of A. Let G be a finite abelian group such that a Sylow 2-subgroup
 4of G is a cyclic group that is not  . Then
h A : C ; G g C B , G h A : C ; GŽ . Ž . Ž .n A n  A : B  Ýn n  A : B    G n 1 ! G    Ž . G n A : B !Ž . A : B n
hC B , G h A : CM B ; GŽ . Ž .Ž .A n  A : B  A Ý n  A : B  G    G n A : B !Ž . A : B n ,
CB	IA
1 h A : C ; GŽ .n  A : B   .Ý Ý n  A : B  G    G n A : B !Ž .C A : B n , Ž .	H B , GA
oddB	FA
Ž .Proof. Let 	 H A : C; G . Then there exist B,  ,  , y n
Ž .y , y , . . . , y and  that correspond to  in the proof of Theorem 3.11 2 r
Ž .  4and satisfy the condition  . Let a   , a , . . . , a be the fixed transver-1 2 r
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .sal of B such that  a .  , 1  y , i , where i   a , for each integerj j j j j
j with 1 j r. As we saw in the proof of Theorem 3.1, for each a	 A
and for each integer j with 1 j r, if aa 	 a B, thenj j
 a . g , i  y  a1aa y1 g , i ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /j j j j j j
Ž .  where g, i 	G n , and thenj
r
1 1 ry  a aa y   a .Ž .Ž .Ł j j j j
j1
Ž  . Ž . Ž .Let s ord G . Since   C  Al G , it follows from Theorem2 G , n n
Ž . Ž . Ž  Ž r . .2.1 that   C  Al G if and only if ord  c  s for anyG , nr nr 2
Ž  Ž r . .c	 C. Furthermore, if ord  c  s for some c	 C, i.e., 	2
CŽ . C oddH B, G , then either B	 I or B	 F , and, by the definition of C ,A A A 
Ž  Ž r . . CŽ .ord  c  s for all c	 C . In particular, if 	H B, G and B	2  A
C Ž .I , then C  CM B . ThusA  A
	H A : CM B ; G if 	H C B , GŽ . Ž .Ž .n r A A
 CH A : C ; G and B	 I ,Ž .n r A
  C 	H A : C ; G H A : C ; G if 	H B , G Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n r  nr A
oddand B	 F ,A
	H A : C ; G otherwise.Ž .n r
Ž . Ž .Conversely, if B,  ,  , y, and  satisfy  and  , then the
Ž . CŽ .corresponding  is contained in H A : C; G . In fact, if 	H B, G ,n A
Ž . Ž . Ž  Ž r . .then, for any c	 C C ,   c  Al G and ord  c  s. G , nr nr 2
Now the proposition follows.
We have the following fact which is similar to Lemma 4.2.
LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and let C be a
subgroup of A. Let G be a finite abelian group such that a Sylow 2-subgroup
 4of G is a cyclic group that is not  . For each subgroup D of C and for each
subgroup B of A with B	 F ,A
g D B , G  g C B , GŽ . Ž .A A
 C C2h B , G if B	 IŽ .A A
and D CM B ,Ž .A
C odd2  	H B , G 
D C if B	 F ,Ž . 4A  A
0 otherwise.
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Proof. By the definition,
g D B , G  g C B , G  2 hC B , G  hD B , GŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A A A A
 2  	H C B , G 
D C ,Ž . 4A 
where D C and B	 F . The lemma follows from this fact and theA
argument in the proof of Proposition 5.1.
Finally, we establish the following.
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and let C be a
Ž .subgroup of A containing  A . Let G be a finite abelian group such that a2
 4Sylow 2-subgroup of G is a cyclic group that is not  . Then
 h A : C ; GŽ .n n C :  A xŽ . Ý n2  G n!n0
h B , GŽ .
 A : B  exp xÝ    ž /G  A : BB	FA
g D B , GŽ .A  A : B  exp xÝ Ý    ž /G  A : BC B	FD	K AA
h B , GŽ .
 A : B  exp xÝ    ž /G  A : BB	FA
2hD B , GŽ .A  A : B  1 exp  x .Ý Ý    ½ 5ž /G  A : BC B	FD	K AA
Proof. To prove this theorem, we use Corollary 3.1, Proposition 5.1,
and Lemma 5.1. The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 4.1.
6. EXAMPLE
We shall give some examples. Let us show the following.
LEMMA 6.1. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group. Let D be a
subgroup of A with D	 K , and let B be a subgroup of A with B	 F . ThenA A
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h B , G if a Sylow 2-subgroup of AB is a cyclic groupŽ .
D   4that is not  and if ADB ,f B , G Ž .A h B , G otherwise,Ž .
where G is a finite group.
Proof. Assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup of AB is a cyclic group that is
 4 Dnot  . If ADB, then clearly B	 I . On the other hand, if ADB,A
DŽ .then M B DB, and hence B I . Thus the lemma follows.A A
Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 6.1 with
 4G  . The following lemma is clear.
LEMMA 6.2. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group. Let D be a
subgroup of A with D	 K , and let B be a subgroup of A with B	 F . ThenA A
Ž .  Ž .  DŽ .h B, C  B :  B , and h B, C is the number of all maximal sub-2 2 A 2
  A: B  4groups of index 2 in B not containing the group a 
 a	D .
Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of Theorem 5.1 with G C and Lemma2
6.2.
Let A be a finitely generated abelian group. Put
1 h AŽ .n A : B  nE x  exp x  x ,Ž . Ý ÝA  ž /A : B n!n0B	FA
 B :  B h A; CŽ . Ž .2 n 2 A : B  nE x ; C  exp x  xŽ . Ý ÝA 2 n ž /2 A : B 2 n!n0B	FA
Ž .see Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 6.2 . For each subgroup D of A with
D	 K , putA
f D B  1Ž .AD  A : B E x  exp x ,Ž . ÝA  ž /A : BB	FA
hD BŽ .AD  A : B E x ; C  exp  x ,Ž . ÝA 2  ž /A : BB	FA
DŽ . DŽ  4. DŽ . DŽ .where f B  f B,  and h B  h B, C . By Theorems 1.1 andA A A A 2
1.2,
 h A , A 1Ž .n n D1 x  E x 1 E x ,Ž . Ž .Ý ÝA A½ 5 n! A :  AŽ .2n1 D	KA
 h A , W D 1Ž .Ž .n n D1 x  E x ; C 1 E x ; C .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝA 2 A 2n ½ 5 2 n! A :  AŽ .2n1 D	KA
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EXAMPLE 6.1. Let A C Ž t .. For each subgroup D of A with D	 K2 A
and for each subgroup B of A, Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 yield
  t11 if B  2 and ADB ,Df B Ž .A ½ 1 otherwise,
2 t1 if B A ,Dh B Ž .A ½ 0 otherwise.
DŽ . Ž t1 2 .Therefore, for any subgroup D of A with D	 K , E x  exp 2 xA A
DŽ . Ž t1 .and E x; C  exp 2 x . ThusA 2
 Ž t .h C , A 1Ž .2 n n t t1 2
Ž t .1 x  E x 1 2  1 exp 2 x , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ct 2n! 2n1
 Ž t .h C , W D 1Ž .Ž .2 n n t t1
Ž t .1 x  E x ; C 1 2  1 exp 2 x . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý C 2n t 22 n! 2n1
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let A be the direct product of C l and C m where2 2
² : ² : ² :  l ² :  mlm 1, and put A a  b with a  2 and b  2 . The
set F of subgroups of A isA
² 2 i u: ² 2 j: m j ² u:  l ia b  b with 0 i l , 0 jm , and 2  b  2 ,
.
i j2  2 li  m j½ 5² : ² : ² : a  a b with 0 i l , 0 jm , and 2  a  2
Ž k . kLet m 2 denote the number of subgroups of index 2 in A. Then weA
have
 k1 2 2 if 0 km ,
k mm 2 Ž . 1 2 2 if m k l ,A  lmk1 2 2 if l k lm.
For each subgroup B of A,
2 if B is cyclic,
 B :  B Ž .2 ½ 4 otherwise,
and therefore
E x ; CŽ .A 2
lm k l1 m lm lm1 lm2m 2 2 2  2Ž . k k kA 2 2 2 exp x  x  x .Ý Ý Ýk k 2 kž /2 2 2k0 km kl
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² 2: ² : ² : ² 2: ² : ² 2:Put D  a  b , D  a  b , and D  ab  b . Then1 2 3
 4K  D , D , D .A 1 2 3
Ž . Ž .For each subgroup D of A with D	 K , let F D; i and H D; i denoteA
DŽ . DŽ .the set of subgroups B of A with f B  i and h B  i, respectively.A A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . DŽ .Then F  F D;1  F D; 1 H D; 2 H D; 0 , and, if h B  2,A A
DŽ . Ž . Ž .  4 Žthen either B A or f B 1, i.e., H D; 2  F D;1  A seeA
. Ž . Ž . Ž .the proof of Proposition 5.1 . We write F D  F D,1 and H D 
Ž .H D, 2 . We have
² u: ² 2 k: mk ² u:  mF D  ab  b with 1 km and 2  b  2 , 4Ž .1
² u: ² 2 k:H D  ab  b with 0 km 1 andŽ .1
mk ² u:  m2  b  2 ,4
² u: ² 2 k:ab  b with 1 kmF D   X ,Ž .2 ½ 5kand u 1, 3, . . . , 2  1
² u: ² 2 k:ab  b with 1 km 1  4H D   A  Y ,Ž .2 ½ 5kand u 1, 3, . . . , 2  1
² u: ² 2 k:ab  b with 1 kmF D   X ,Ž .3 ½ 5kand u 2, 4, . . . , 2
² u: ² 2 k:ab  b with 1 km 1  4H D   A  Y ,Ž .3 ½ 5kand u 2, 4, . . . , 2
where
 2 i u 2 j ² : ² :a b  b with 1 i lm , 0 jm ,
jand u 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2  1, X ,k2 ² : ² :a  a b with lm 1 k l lk  m² : and 2  a  2
 2 i u 2 j ² : ² :a b  b with 1 i lm , 0 jm 1,
jand u 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2  1, Y .k2 ² : ² :a  a b with lm 1 k l 1 lk  m² : and 2  a  2
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Therefore
m
kD 21E x  exp 2 x ,Ž . ÝA ž /
k1
m1
kD 21E x ; C  exp 2 x ,Ž . ÝA 2 ž /
k0
m lm m l1 1k i j kD 2 2 22E x  exp  x  x  x ,Ž . Ý Ý Ý ÝA i lmž /2 2k1 i1 j0 klm1
m1 lm m11k i jD 2 22E x ; C  exp 2 x x  xŽ . Ý Ý ÝA 2 iž 2k1 i1 j0
l11 k2 x ,Ýlm /2 klm1
E D 3 x  E D 2 x ,Ž . Ž .A A
E D 3 x ; C  E D 2 x ; C .Ž . Ž .A 2 A 2
Thus we conclude that
 l mh C  C , AŽ .2 2 n n1 xÝ n!n1
m1 k2 E x 1 exp 2 xŽ . ÝC lC m2 2 2 ž /½2 k1
m lm m l1 1k i j k2 2 22 exp  x  x  x ,Ý Ý Ý Ýi lm 5ž /2 2k1 i1 j0 klm1
and
 l mh C  C , W DŽ .Ž .2 2 n n1 xÝ n2 n!n1
m11 k2 E x ; C 1 exp 2 xŽ . ÝC lC m 22 2 2 ½ ž /2 k0
m1 lm m1 l11 1k i j k2 2 22 exp 2 x x  x  x .Ý Ý Ý Ýi lm 5ž /2 2k1 i1 j0 klm1
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